Several corpora have been annotated with negation scope-the set of words whose meaning is negated by a cue like the word "not"-leading to the development of classifiers that detect negation scope with high accuracy. We show that for nearly all of these corpora, this high accuracy can be attributed to a single fact: they frequently annotate negation scope as a single span of text delimited by punctuation. For negation scopes not of this form, detection accuracy is low and undersampling the easy training examples does not substantially improve accuracy. We demonstrate that this is partly an artifact of annotation guidelines, and we argue that future negation scope annotation efforts should focus on these more difficult cases.
Introduction
Textual negation scope is the largest span affected by a negation cue in a negative sentence (Morante and Daelemans, 2012) . 1 For example, given the marker not in (1), its scope is use the 56k conextant modem. 2 (1) I do not [use the 56k conextant modem] since I have cable access for the internet Fancellu et al. (2016) recently presented a model that detects negation scope with state-of-the-art accuracy on the Sherlock Holmes corpus, which has been annotated for this task (SHERLOCK; Morante and Daelemans, 2012) . Encoding an input sentence and cue with a bidirectional LSTM, the model predicts, independently for each word, whether it is in or out of the cue's scope.
But SHERLOCK is only one of several corpora annotated for negation scope, each the result of different annotation decisions and targeted to specific applications or domains. Does the same approach work equally well across all corpora? In answer to this question, we offer two contributions.
1. We evaluate Fancellu et al. (2016) 's model on all other available negation scope corpora in English and Chinese. Although we confirm that it is state-of-the-art, we show that it can be improved by making joint predictions for all words, incorporating an insight from Morante et al. (2008) that classifiers tend to leave gaps in what should otherwise be a continuous prediction. We accomplish this with a sequence model over the predictions.
2. We show that in all corpora except SHER-LOCK, negation scope is most often delimited by punctuation. That is, in these corpora, examples like (2) outnumber those like (1).
(2) It helps activation , [not inhibition of ibrf1 cells] .
Our experiments demonstrate that negation scope detection is very accurate for sentences like (2) and poor for others, suggesting that most classifiers simply overfit to this feature of the data. When we attempt to mitigate this effect by undersampling examples like (2) in training, our system does not improve on examples like (1) in test, suggesting that more training data is required to make progress on the phenomena they represent. Given recent interest in improving negation annotation (e.g. Ex-Prom workshop 2016), we recommend that future negation scope annotations should fo-cus on these cases. 3
Models
We use the bi-directional LSTM of Fancellu et al. (2016) . The input to the network is a negative sentence w = w 1 ...w |w| containing a negation cue. If there is more than one cue, we consider each cue and its corresponding scope as a separate classification instance. Given a representation c of the cue, our model must predict a sequence s = s 1 ...s |w| , where s i = 1 if w i is in the scope defined by c, and 0 otherwise. We model this as |w| independent predictions determined by probability p(s i |w, c), where the dependence on w and c is modeled by encoding them using a bidirectional LSTM; for details refer to Fancellu et al. (2016) . Although this model is already state-of-the-art, it is natural to model a dependence between the predictions of adjacent tokens. For the experiments in this paper, we introduce a new joint model p(s|w, c), defined as:
The only functional change to the model of Fancellu et al. (2016) is the addition of a 4-parameter transition matrix to create the dependence on s i−1 , enabling the use of standard inference algorithms. This enables us to train the model end-to-end.
Experiments
We experiment with two English corpora: the SFU product review corpus (Konstantinova et al., 2012) ; and the BioScope corpus (Vincze et al., 2008) . The latter consists of three subcorpora: abstracts of medical papers (ABSTRACT), full papers (FULL) and clinical reports (CLINICAL).
We also experiment with the Chinese Negation and Speculation (CNeSp) corpus (Zhou, 2015) , which also consisting of three subcorpora: product reviews (PRODUCT), financial articles (FINAN-CIAL) and computer-related articles (SCIENTIFIC).
Corpus differences
Although they all define the scope as the tokens in a sentence affected by a negation cue (Morante and Daelemans, 2012), these corpora are quite different from SHERLOCK, which deals with a On the other hand, in the CNeSp corpus, subjects are usually annotated as part of the scope, except in cases like VP-coordination (4). This is to ensure that the scope is always a continuous span.
The hotel are furnished with upscale facilities, but [cannot offer us one more pillow]
Unlike in the other corpora, in SHERLOCK, negation scope frequently consists of multiple disjoint spans of text, including material that is omitted in CNeSp. In addition to annotating the subject, as shown above, this corpus also annotates auxiliaries (5) and entire clauses (6). (5) 
Experimental parameters
All of our corpora are annotated for both cue and scope. Since we focus on scope detection, we use gold cues as input. We train and test on each corpus separately. We first extract only those sentences containing at least one negation cue (18% and 52% for English and Chinese respectively) and create a 70%/15%/15% split of these for training, development and test respectively. We use a fixed split in order to define a fixed development set for error analysis, but this setup precludes direct comparison to most prior work, since, except for Fancellu et al. (2016) , most has used 10-fold cross-validation. Nevertheless, we felt a data analysis was crucial to understanding these systems, and we wanted a clear distinction between test (for reporting results) and development (for analysis).
Model parameters and initialization are the same as in Fancellu et al. (2016) . We pretrain our Chinese word embeddings on wikipedia and segment using NLPIR. 4, 5 For Chinese, we experimented with both word and character representations but found no significant difference in results.
Baseline. In preliminary experiments, we noticed many sentences where negation scope was a single span delimited by punctuation, as in (2). To assess how important this feature is, we implemented a simple baseline in three lines of python code: we mark the scope as all tokens to the left or right of the cue up until the first punctuation marker or sentence boundary.
Results
We evaluate our classifier in two ways. First, we compute the percentage of correct scopes (PCS), the proportion of negation scopes that we fully and exactly match in the test corpus. Second, we measure token-level F 1 over tokens identified as within scope.
To understand the importance of continuous spans in scope detection, we also report the number of gaps in predicted scopes.
Results are shown in Table 1 , including those on SHERLOCK for comparison. 6 It is clear that the LSTM system improves from joint prediction, mainly by predicting more continuous spans, though it performs poorly on CNeSp-SCIENTIFIC, which we believe is due to the small size of the corpus. More intriguingly, the baseline results clearly demonstrate that punctuation alone identifies scope in the majority of cases for SFU, BioScope, and CNeSp. 4 Data from https://dumps.wikimedia.org/ 5 NLPIR: https://github.com/NLPIR-team/ NLPIR 6 Unlike all other corpora where the scope if always continuous and where the joint prediction helps to ensure no gaps are present, in Sherlock the gold scope is often discontinuous; this is the reason why we also cannot test for gaps. 
Error analysis
The baseline results suggest that punctuation alone is a strong predictor of negation scope, so we further analyze this on the development set by dividing the negation instances into those whose scopes (in the human annotations) are precisely delimited by the innermost pair of punctuation markers containing the cue, and those which are not. The results (Table 2 ) confirm a huge gap in accuracy between these two cases. The model correctly learns to associate surrounding punctuation with scope boundaries, but when this is not sufficient, it underpredicts, as in (8), or overpredicts, as in (9). (8) 
Next time (I) [won't live again in Pingdi Xingzuo] for sure
A closer inspection reveals that in SHERLOCK, where this gap is narrower, we correctly detect a greater absolute number of the difficult punctuation scopes, though accuracy for these is still lower. The results on CNESP-SCIENTIFIC may again be due to the small corpus size.
To understand why the system is so much better on punctuation-delimited scope, we examined the training data to see how frequent this pattern is (Table 3 ). The results suggest that our model may simply be learning that punctuation is highly indicative of scope boundaries, since this is empirically true in the data; the fact that the SHERLOCK and CNESP-SCIENTIFIC are the exception to this is in line with the observations above.
This result is important but seems to have been overlooked: previous work in this area has rarely analyzed the contribution of each feature to classification accuracy. This applies to older CRF models (e.g. Morante et al. (2008) ), as well as to more recent neural architectures (e.g. CNN, Qian et al. (2016) ), where local window based features were used.
In order to see whether training imbalance was at play, we experimented with training by undersampling from training examples that can be pre- Accuracy punct dev punct tst no punct dev no punct tst Figure 1 : PCS accuracy on development and test sets divided into instances where the punctuation and scope boundaries coincide (punct.) and instances where they do not (no punct.), when punct. instances are incrementally removed from the training data.
dicted by scope boundaries only. We report results on using incrementally bigger samples of the majority class. Figure 1 shows the results for the SFU corpus, which is a representative of a trend we observed in all of the other corpora. There does indeed seem to be a slight effect where the classifier overfits to punctuation as delimiter of negation scope, but in general, classification of the other cases improves only slightly from under-sampling. This suggests that the absolute number of training instances for these cases is insufficient, rather than their ratio. Table 4 with the one in Table 3 , the Sherlock-style annotation produces more scopes that are not predictable by punctuation boundaries than those that are. We attribute this to the fact that by capturing elliptical constructions, the Sherlock guidelines require the annotation of complex, discontinuous scopes, as in (10). In contrast with the original SFU and BioScope annotation, always annotating the subject produces negation scopes that are not bound by punctuation, since in both English and Chinese, subjects generally appear to the left of the cue and are less often delimited by any punctuation (11). Table 4 : Percentages of scope instances predictable (punct.) and not predictable (no punct.) by punctuation boundaries only on 100 randomly selected sentences annotated following the Sherlock guidelines for each of the three corpora considered.
Discussion and Recommendation
We have demonstrated that in most corpora used to train negation scope detection systems, scope boundaries frequently correspond to punctuation tokens. The main consequence of this is in the interpretation of the results: although neural network-based sequence classifiers are highly accurate quantitatively, this appears to be so because they are simply picking up on easier cases that are detectable from punctuation boundaries. Accuracy on difficult cases not delimited by punctuation is poor. Under-sampling easy training instances seems to have little effect. For future research in this area we make two strong recommendations. (1) Our data-oriented recommendation is to adopt a more linguisticallymotivated annotation of negation, such as the one used in the SHERLOCK annotation, and to focus annotation on the more difficult cases. (2) Our model-oriented recommendation is to explore more recursive neural models that are less sensitive to linear word-order effects such as punctuation. 
